Special Offer, $10.00 Value:
Free HP-21 Applications Book

See your dealer for details.

Offer void where prohibited by law regulation, or otherwise. Available only with the purchase of a new HP-21 before March 15, 1976.

The second generation is here.

One of our second generation calculators can save you countless hours and errors en route to your diploma and on the job thereafter. Each offers problem-solving technology you probably won't find on competitive calculators.

New low price.
HP-21 Scientific, $100.00.

The HP-21 makes short work of the technical calculations even so-called "non-technical" courses require today. It performs most arithmetic, log and trig calculations automatically. It's also the only calculator at its price that offers full display formatting: you can choose between fixed decimal and scientific notation.

If you need a calculator that does more than simple arithmetic, this is it—especially at its new low price.

New.
HP-22 Business Management, $165.00.

The HP-22 takes the starch out of the calculations you face in business courses today, in management tomorrow. You can solve most time-value-of-money problems in seconds. You can breeze through business math calculations (logs, roots, %s, etc.). And, most important, you can use the HP-22's statistical functions to build existing data into more reliable forecasts. No other pocket calculator at any price offers you a comparable combination of financial, math and stats capabilities.

New.
HP-25 Scientific Programmable, $195.00.

Our HP-25 does everything our HP-21 can do—and much, much more. It's programmable, which means it can solve automatically the countless repetitive problems every science and engineering student faces. With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes necessary to solve a repetitive problem only once. Thereafter, you just enter the variables and press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant answer displayed to 10 digits. You gain time, precision, flexibility.

All three offer you HP's efficient RPN logic system that cuts keystrokes and scratch pads. All three are easy to use (e.g., the HP-25 requires no prior programming experience). And all three are almost certainly on display at your bookstore.**